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Stampin’ Up! Supplies:
 STAMPS –
 PAPER – Merry Little Christmas Designer Series Paper (144621), Basic Black (121045), Silver Foil Sheets
(132178)
 INK – Basic Black Archival (140931)
 OTHER – Big Shot (143263), Large Letter Framelits (141712), Quilt Builder Framelit Dies (144673), Clear
Faceted Gems (144142), Stampin’ Dimensionals (104430), Mini Stampin’ Dimensionals (144108), Snail
Adhesive (104332), Multipurpose Liquid Glue (110755)
 You will also need a frame that can hold a 5" x 7" piece, if your frame is too large, you could always mount
this piece to another layer of cardstock so it will fit.
Cutting & Scoring:
 Basic Black – 3 ¼” x 3 ¼”, 2 7/8” x 2 7/8”, scraps
 Silver Foil Sheets – 3” x 3”, scraps
 Merry Little Christmas Designer Series Paper – 5” x 7”, scraps
Instructions:
 Crop a few patterns of the Merry Little Christmas Designer Series
Paper using the large detailed square shape - sorting them into
stacks.
 Crop the large detailed square from the 3” x 3” piece of Silver Foil.
 Add Snail Adhesive all over the 2 7/8” x 2 7/8” layer of Basic Black.
 Add the Silver Foil die cut to this layer and then alternate adding the
different patterns of the DSP you have already cut, sort of like
putting a puzzle together.










Adhere this quilted layer to 3 ¼” x 3 ¼” layer of Basic Black and then add it to 5” x 7” Merry Christmas
Designer Series Paper background layer with Stampin’ Dimensionals where shown.
Crop the letters to spell JOY from the Basic Black and Silver Foil scraps.
Adhere Silver letters over the Basic Black letters off setting them a little. Add Mini Stampin’ Dimensionals to
the back of the letters
Crop one solid and one detailed flower from Basic Black and one detailed flower from the Silver Foil. Add
the detailed black outline to the solid black flower and then add the silver petals to the center of the black
flower. Multipurpose Liquid Glue is great for this.
Adhere the flower and letters where shown using Mini Stampin' Dimensionals..
Add a Clear Faceted Gem to the center of the flower and to the center of the quilted piece.
Add your decorated piece to the frame.

